
Jun/Jul 2021 SPECIALS

Automotive Hose Joiner Kit

This assortment has the 22 most common hose joiners we sell, in straight, elbow, T and Y configuration. 
5 of each for a total of 110 parts. 

Sizes from 3mm to 20mm
Manufactured in Europe

High quality joiners made from glass fibre reinforced Polyamide 6.

ONLY

$59
CODE CCKIT12

Carclips Garage Kit
This is the ultimate garage clip kit. Covers all the

commonly used clip sizes for the most popular car
brands. Ideal for a workshop or serious car enthusiast.

16 different types of clips
160 Clips in total

Supplied in a secure carry case, with each
compartment clearly labeled for easy identification and

reordering
 

ONLY

$159
NEW!



CODE 
PAD-03

This kit features our 12 best selling automotive
SEMS bolts.

SEMS fasteners feature a one-piece screw and
washer assembly, which results in a quicker and

easier production line over a two-piece screw
and washer assembly.

 
Total of 120 bolts in a clear plastic case.

 
 

BODYSHOP ESSENTIALS

www.carclips.co.nz

This light is awesome for anyone
working on vehicles. The powerful
magnets in the handle make it ideal
for mounting on the underside of
the bonnet

8• Head mounted for hands free

illumination

• Magnetic holder for detached mounting

• 250 lumens output

• IP65 water resistant

• Full power run time: approx 4 hours

• Half power run time: approx 8 hours

• 240V adaptor with USB fast charge port

and cable included

Intex 1000 Lumens Cordless LED
Pocket Floodlight

ONLY

$45 ea

ONLY
$59 ea  CODE 

SLB02

All Prices exclude GST, Prices valid until 31/07/21, or while stocks last

Professional-grade black microfibre
replaces the traditional foam pad
surface, offering a faster cutting

incredibly responsive pad

DA Microfibre Finishing
Disc 125mm

ONLY
$99ea

FROM
$13.95ea

ONLY
$22.54ea

Only
$50.00

Only $29.95eaCODE 
MGCB

CODE 
MGFB5

 CODE 
4268

 CODE CCKIT15

 CODE 
SLB10

Flexipads Black DA
Microfibre Cutting Pads

Clauss 8" Curved blade
gasket shears

Notched Caramel Wheel 
Decal Remover

Flexipads DA Microfibre Finishing
pads have soft microfibres and a

flexible foam interface, these pads
refine paint to a brilliant shine.

These shears are awesome for
precision cutting of engine

gaskets. Curved blades make
trimming difficult shapes a breeze.

Quick and effective means of
removing vinyl graphics, decals,
tape, pinstripes etc from vehicle

bodywork.

Intex 250 Lumens LED
Rechargeable Headlamp

Automotive Bolts Kit VeryPopular

Available in
80 & 125mm

Highest quality US
made curved blade

shears.


